
>> << 

--- 

>> 3 weeks for a routine appointment with your own doctor is not acceptable they 

know you and things are treatment can be delayed if you keep seeing other GP's. << 

--- 

>> A smile from a receptionist would be good. The book on the day system is a race 

to get a line which involves frenetic dialing or hogging the line 'till the surgery is open 

at 8am. Generally speaking, for non urgent and non routine appointments it is difficult 

to see a doctor within three weeks. The on-line booking system is easy to use. << 

--- 

>> A standout point is of course how busy the GPs are with patients and that is can 

take 4 weeks to get an appointment Simply the GP to patient ratio seems 

inappropriate << 

--- 

>> Accepting there is a growth of patients within the area there is a lack of available 

Doctors to fulfill the patient needs. The reception staff are not offay with the military 

covenant. The letters sent by the practice to state that the patient needs to contact 

the surgery to make an appointment needs to be aware that this causes the patient 

anxiety, which is then compounded by the fact that the earliest appointments can be 

weeks away which does not ellieviate the patients anxiety issues. << 

--- 

>> After being wrongly diagnosed at Sainsbury's Brookwood pharmacy which, at the 

time, could have had serious consequencies I no longer have any faith in pharmacists. 

I prefer to speak to my doctor. << 

--- 

>> After telephoning numerous times early morning for an appointment, it is really 

annoying to be told that you have to repeat the procedure later in the day to see if 

any more appointments are available, as more are apparently released during the day 

for booking once the earlier ones are taken. Why can you not book for any time 

during the day as soon as you manage to get through to the surgery? I found this 

really ridiculous and had to stifle my frustrations from the reception staff, but it is no 

wonder people get angry with them because of the system. If you need a 'today' 

appointment then let us be able to book it for any available slot within that day, 

without standing on the telephone more than once. << 

--- 

>> All my answers refer to the West End Practice which is always my preferable 

choice, although it is geographically further away from my home. My Reception 

experience at both has been good. By that I mean polite and helpful. Is the 

explanation above rexplaining the appointment system on general display in the 

Surgeries? If not, it should be! I found it really informative. << 

--- 

>> Although I am always able to get a routine appointment, these often tend to be 2-

3 weeks ahead. I have on several occasions needed to see my GP quicker than that 

but not urgently enough to require an on-the-day appointment. I have therefore 

found myself using an on-the-day appointment for something I could have waited a 

week or so for, but not 2-3 weeks. << 

--- 

>> Although I understand the object of privacy, the practice of opening and then 

closing the sliding windows is not nice, and extremely rude. A better updated 

arrangement for calling patients must be available instead of the horrible buzzer and 

coloured cards. Why are so few doctors available through out the week. << 

--- 

>> Although the booking process is ok, I am not happy with the doctor I have been 

allocated, he is always running very late and tried to change my medication to a 

cheaper brand when I moved to the surgery which I was not happy about as I had 

been on my current medication for many years. I have also had appointments with 

other practice doctors and they too ran extremely late each time. << 

--- 
>> Always long wait for appointments! Seems confusing information between all 

staff. Receptionists never make eye contact, a smile wouldn't go amiss. Seem not to 



know the system. << 

--- 

>> Appointments - Is there a system in place to see if someone rings for an 

appointment, that he/she has not called for a long time? For example, If someone 

rings for appointment and they have not been for 2/3 years would it be safe to say 

that they need a doctor. ? Having to play the 8.00 lottery is difficult, but for someone 

who never calls the surgery, in my opinion take preference. - Thanks << 

--- 

>> Appointments have become harder to get and whilst an issue might not be 

urgent, waiting 6 weeks is too long. This forces more people to take some of the 

urgent appointments. Could longer opening hours help. << 

--- 

>> Appointments very difficult to get at West End which is my local surgery. I have 

encountered abrupt and unhelpful staff on occasion when trying to do so. I also use 

the online repeat prescription service which is useless - You never deliver to the 

pharmacy as requested. Poor service which has got worse over the past year or so. 

<< 

--- 

>> As a fairly new patient I attended my first appointment shortly after having a 

baby. I needed to attend the practice for routine check ups for both myself and my 

baby. I Found it to be a very impersonal experience, while the reception staff were 

courteous, there was no explanation of the booking system and the closed glass that 

was only half opened while talking to me made me feel like I was interrupting. The 

booking system of cards with a buzzer also makes it feel like a very impersonal 

service. At my previous surgery the doctor would come to the waiting room and greet 

the patient by name. Each time I tried to book an appointment I had to wait for 

several weeks making my baby's immunisations late, despit booking many weeks 

before they were due. Each time I have needed an emergency appointment I have 

had to phone for several days in a row before being able to get an appointment. Each 

time I have had a doctors appointment the doctor has been running late and on two 

occasions I actually saw the doctor an hour later than the appointment time. I Realise 

that this is more a symptom of the state of the nhs at the moment with surgeries 

being expected to do more with fewer resources. << 

--- 

>> As some doctors only work part time is it very difficult to get both routine and 

book on the day appointments. I think that the receptionist need to be a bit more 

sympathetic about how stressful this can be for patients - some of them are really 

lovely but sometimes they sound totally disinterested. << 

--- 

>> As well as daily prebooked routine appointments, it would be a good idea to have 

an additional 2/3 hour session every afternoon for walk-in urgent appointments on-

the-day, eg 3.00 - 5.30 pm. << 

--- 

>> As with all surgeries trying to get through on the telephone early in the morning is 

always a problem << 

--- 

>> Because we have no car we can't get over to the West End surgery so have to get 

a taxi if it is an urgent appointment. We use neighborhood care when we can book 

ahead. They are very good but we feel guilty having to take up their time when we 

can get ourselves to Chobham surgery. << 

--- 

>> booking an appointment which is not 'book-on-the-day' urgent but does require 

short-term attention and also needs fitting work commitments is difficult. re Q9: 

recommending further clients to a high quality but obviously over-subscribed service 

might seem counter-productive << 

--- 

>> Booking appointments for other family members has been problematical. Later 

appointments [after normal working hours] would benefit immensely in the current 
employment climate. It is difficult to secure longer appointment times, which is 

required if you have more than one problem. << 



--- 

>> Can never get an on the day appointment as the phone is constantly engaged at 8 

a.m. I am a mother of 3 young children who really only ever need on the day 

appointments and since the school run takes 8-9 a.m. I can never get through to get 

a same day appt if one of them is ill. You need to make a higher % of appts as same 

day appts. We have had to go to walk-in centre twice in last 4 months. << 

--- 

>> Dear Sir, In the last 12-18 months I have found it very difficult to get an 

appointment. I have to have Vit B12 injections as I cannot absorb Vit B12 and even if 

I ring a few weeks ahead I have been unable to get an appointment until 10 days 

after my injection is due . I am the sole provider for my two children and sometimes I 

have to take the day off work and not get paid as I feel I can hardly move. It would 

be more cost effective for me if I could pay a fee and get my injection and so return 

to work. I always stress as to whether I will get an appointment or will I have to feel 

exhausted for a time. Usually my doctor is booked up a month in advance. Last year I 

did not want to bother her and waited three weeks for an appointment . Following an 

x ray She diagnosed a fracture in my spine .I had waited for that appointment for 

three weeks.I should have been able to see her within a week. My last visit to GP was 

a same day appointment as I had been coughing up blood. I was able to see a GP 

who I have never seen before. in the other surgery Chobham -I was grateful to get 

any appointment. In conclusion it upsets me greatly that I cannot get a GP 

appointment. I hope that you could apply for funding to seek additional GPs. I would 

like to see perhaps a GP or practice nurse that I could pay for an appointment but 

that has access to my records. I presume that I cannot just pay anyone to give me an 

injection. << 

--- 

>> DIFFICULT TO GET ON PHONE SYSTEM TO GET AN APPOINTMENT AND BY THE 

TIME YOU DO THEY ARE ALL GONE GIVEN 5 MINUTE EMERGENCY APPOINTMENT AND 

WAITED OVER AN HOUR FOR THE APPOINTMENT. LAST APPOINTMENT WAS RUNNING 

40 MINUTES BEHIND TIME. DRS WORK UNDER CONSIDERABLE PRESSURE TO MEET 

PATIENTS NEEDS BUT IT IS A NO WIN SITUATION FOR EVERYONE. I VERY MUCH 

APPRECIATE THE CARE I AM GIVEN WHEN I CANNOT SELF MEDICATE. << 

--- 

>> difficult to make an appt with a female doctor when our GP is a male. Can be very 

difficult to make at a time to suit. Routine appts would rather they are available in the 

evening or on weekends for children/husband to avoid having to take them out of 

school (at school a way away.) or miss work. Difficult to make appointments on the 

day as have to phone just after 8 a.m. when I am on the school run with children / 

child not ill. Appts should be more than 6 weeks hence, am struggling with travel/jobs 

having to make appts that are 2 & 3 months ahead & your booking system does not 

enable me to do this. can't use on-line system for children's appts. Sometimes would 

be happy with a telephone consultation to clear worries or find out if need to come in. 

<< 

--- 

>> Disapointng not to be able to see nominated GP for at least 3 weeks. seeing 

different GPs delays treatment and adds to stress. << 

--- 

>> Doctor attitude to patients is very good. Receptionist attitude is mixed, sometimes 

too abrupt and unhelpful. Generaally ok. Time to book appointments too long, offered 

appt 5 weeks out, which if a result of an X-ray even if routine is unacceptable, ie you 

have to be forceful to get acceptable appt or telephone call within one week.... << 

--- 

>> Dr Carty is a brilliant GP and I have the utmost confidence in him. But....its 

impossible to get an appointment with him. Book on the day appointments are a 

nightmare when you have children and work as well - you have to be right beside the 

phone at 8 am to try to get an appointment and if you work early, this is impossible. 

Then you have to make a decision whether to keep your child back from school or not 

- whilst you hope you can get an appointment. I really like booking appointments on 
line and this works if you need a follow up appointment in 3 weeks for example - but 

sickness doesn't often work like that! it would be far better if you could book some 



next day/same day appointments on line as well as many other surgeries do. I looked 

on line today - 19th March and the next available on line appointment is April 20th! 

For that reason, I would hesitate with recommending people to the surgery - in the 9 

years we have been living in Bisley, booking appointments has become so much 

harder. Now, I tend to go to the emergency weekend doctor if I need something 

looked at - or to the walk in centre. I'm sure this is not the right course of action but 

there's nothing else you can do to get an appointment. << 

--- 

>> Dr pillai always goes that extra mile when I see him and I hear very good things 

about all the other doctors too. We are very lucky to have such a dedicated 

multidisciplinary team who are a world away from the Daily Mail stereotype. << 

--- 

>> dr sekhon is a superb doc. << 

--- 

>> Ever since I have been signed up to use the online booking system the system 

has told me that there are no general appointments available. I find this very 

confusing as if I click on Routine there are...this is not an easy thing to explain or 

remember. << 

--- 

>> Extremely unhelpful receptionist! Treated me like a second class citizen I believe 

it was due to my origin of birth being Hungary! I am a resident of the UK and pay my 

taxes and as such I am entitled to healthcare as much as the next person! Rude! The 

doctor however was wonderful, he took his time, listened to me and explained 

everything fully. I do not live in Chobham and could not recommend to any of my 

friends or family but after today's expereince with the receptionist I certainly wouldnt 

dream of going anywhere near the place! << 

--- 

>> Fantastic doctors, thank you Dr Gilham such good listener and a wealth of 

experience. The on the day appointments seem to be getting more difficult to obtain, 

even for the kids. The online system is great, if only they could be just a few nearer 

to the date, seemed to start about 10 days after. Also, could we add a method for 

parents to include kids appointments, some parental acceptance of responsibility. 

Great you can do the survey online! << 

--- 

>> Generally, I think the Practice runs very well. << 

--- 

>> Getting an appointment with ones own doctor on the day is a lottery. I lose count 

how many times I have to call starting at 8am and it is only luck if one gets through. 

Fortunately only need to do it very occasionally. I am sure some telephone 

appointments would save time eg feedback on blood tests, referral requests etc. Also 

sometimes a very long wait after the actual appointment time. << 

--- 

>> Getting on the day appointments is extremely difficult and time consuming. There 

need to be more spaces. There should be appointments available on Saturdays too. 

I'm also conscious that everyone is doing their personal best. << 

--- 

>> Have experienced too many instances of information/prescriptions going missing 

<< 

--- 

>> Have just applied for online service. Care from my doctor excellent. Good to be 

able to see own GP unless real emergency. Book on the day appointment can fail even 

when telephone answered at 8.00am! Only referred to pharmacy once for excema << 

--- 

>> have not used online booking yet - but expect it too be easy to use. Last time I 

needed an appointment there was nothing for 2 weeks. Exactly the same thing 

happened with my husband and he ended up going to the walk in centre in Woking. 

So my perception of getting an appointment is it is virtually impossible. Hopefully the 

new appointment system will help. << 
--- 

>> I always find it extremely difficult to obtain an appointment with my own doctor 



and regularly have to see other doctors within the practice for ongoing symptoms 

which is impractical as I have to start from the beginning with each doctor. if I do 

want to see my own doctor I always have to wait a minimum of 2 weeks before I can 

get an appointment which is unacceptable. the changes that have been made over 

recent years to the appointment system simply do not work efficiently. if a patient 

needs to make an appointment with a doctor a 2 week waiting period is far too long 

for the majority of cases. Some of the doctors within the practice are exceptionally 

good, and others I am not willing to see - I have seen some doctors in the past which 

Dr Michelmore has then had to correct their medication or diagnosis due to their 

advice and prescriptions they have given me being completely incorrect for my 

condition. << 

--- 

>> I am afraid I find the appointment process simply unworkable for a working 

person and I would change surgeries if there was any choice. The appointment 

system is wholly constructed for the convenience of Doctors and practice staff and is a 

long way behind other surgeries that I am aware of. I only attend if it is really urgent 

and currently believe I have some underlying health issues that I am not exploring 

because I simply cannot face the irritation of trying to secure an appointment. If they 

manifest themselves in an emergency I will go to A and E (which is the opposite of 

what the health service is trying to achieve.) I work as a leader in the public sector 

and we spend a lot of our time trying to look through the eyes of the public, designing 

our response to their needs. I do not believe this surgery has taken that approach. 

Even this survey uses phrases that are health words - I have no idea what a "routine" 

appointment is. I think your definition and mine would be very different (and I am 

someone who would like to help make the system work!) << 

--- 

>> I am constantly being told appt are book on the day! The last tiime I tried this I 

got through by 8.03 only to be told they had all gone. The advice I was given was to 

come down to the surgery for 8am to get an appt at reception. Not at all practical.... 

Also apps after a blood test can take up to 3 weeks to obtain. The whole process is 

time consuming and extremely frustrating and at no time have I been able to book as 

far ahead as 6 weeks... << 

--- 

>> i am very happy with my Doctor he is always very helpful. << 

--- 

>> i appreciate the receptionists need to find out how urgent the need is but several 

times been told to ring next day for appointment, then to be told following day none 

available. If you work and you are on a weekly rota very often you dont know until 

the sunday for the next week. so need an appointment for that week and cant get it. 

also when ask to see a female doctor been told have to see my doctor who is Dr Pillua 

who I have no problem seeing but sometimes you prefer female, especially my 

teenage/ young adult girls. << 

--- 

>> I cannot book appointments with Dr Kainth in advance anymore. I can only ring at 

8.00 am (lines always busy) on the day. I am therefore queuing before 8.00 am at 

the surgery to have to make an appointment - would like to go back to booking in 

advance. I also find that more often than not, I am waiting for at least half an hour 

after my allotted appointment to be seen. << 

--- 

>> I dislike the fact that a non emergency appointment to see my own GP is very 

often a 2 - 3 week wait, one can be ill or worried about something without it being an 

emergency, therefore that is a long time to wait for an appointment. I think it is 

important to be able to see ones own GP especially for those who have a medical 

history. << 

--- 

>> I do find Book on the Day appointments hard to make as the phone line is 

continually engaged - such a waste of time as many people will obviously also be 

doing the same thing - if you are really unwell its the last thing you want to be doing 
but I do know how difficult it must be to find an alternative method!! << 

--- 



>> I don't care to have my request for an urgent on the day appointment queried by 

a receptionist. I do not make appointments for a sore throat and if I say my husband 

needs an urgent appointment eg he has leukaemia and might require an antibiotic, 

then be assured that it's urgent! << 

--- 

>> I don't find it easy to be given a routine appointment two to three weeks in 

advance as it is possible that during that time I could forget about it. Once inside the 

surgery the service is good. It's just the time to wait for the appointment. << 

--- 

>> I don't use the surgery much but when I do it is very difficult to get an 

appointment within a reasonable timescale and impossible to get one on the day by 

phoning << 

--- 

>> I find it very difficult to get an on the day bookable appointment as you have to 

ring in at 8am and I normally have to keep ringing as the line is busy. So by the time 

I actually manage to get through all the appointments have gone. I don't find this 

very helpful at all and surely there is some better way. Also I find when trying to book 

an appointment on line that the available appointments are so far ahead. It's no good 

if you want to see the doctor that week or even the next 2 weeks following. Normally 

they are a month ahead. Again I do not think that this is a good service. << 

--- 

>> I find that the current appointments system totally unacceptable. If I wish to see 

my doctor for a non urgent appointment the minimum time I have had to wait is three 

weeks. If I need an urgent appointment the chances are that I will not see my doctor 

but one of the other doctors. Unless I am standing outside the surgery at 08:00 there 

is a great probability that I will not get an appointment on that day with any doctor as 

they will all be taken up. Telephoning means that you need to wait until the personal 

callers have all been answered and you take pot luck..It is my belief that unless the 

medical need is for a medical emergency when speed is of the essence it is increasing 

the chances of a medical error being made because if the doctor you see is not your 

own doctor then there is no continuity of knowledge. I can show at least three 

instances of this happening to my own family. The philosophy appears to be that as 

long as you see a doctor then it doesn't matter which doctor. I disagree completely. 

This approach is, I believe, dangerous. It cannot be argued that the patient numbers 

in the area have increased substantially in the past two or three years but in that time 

a non urgent appointment waiting time has increased from 7 to 10 days to three 

weeks. We are blessed with at least 4 outstanding doctors in the practice (Drs Barker, 

Michelmore, Carty and Sekon) but all of their good work can be undone by an 

appointments system which really is not fit for purpose. Continuity of care should be 

the watchword not meeting targets if that is the reason that you have moved to such 

an appointments system. In addition, I find that the minutes from the Practice Patient 

Group consultation meetings to be totally useless. If the minutes truly reflect the 

meetings then I would expect the meetings to be taking about 15 minutes. The 

minutes need to be much more comprehensive stating who asked what question and 

truly reflect the discussion. There also needs to be a 

--- 

>> I find that the ladies on reception feel that they are doctors and ask to many 

personal questions, when I state it is an urgent appointment I do not want to have to 

tell them what the issue is! << 

--- 

>> I find the Practice as a whole a good one. My main issue is with trying to obtain 

appointments. I have had experiences where I have had to ring up twice whilst on 

holiday to be able to secure an appointment. I dislike having to take "emergency" 

appointments but sometimes that is the only way to be seen by a doctor reasonably 

quickly as I work full time << 

--- 

>> I have always found Dr Michelmore helpful, professional and the reception staff 

polite and efficient, even when busy. << 
--- 

>> I have found it difficulkt to book appointments that are not urgent, for the 



following week and then have been given an early appointment. As I am retired I 

could have had a later one and freed up a morning appointment which could have 

been used by people trying to get an appointment before going to work. However 

urgent appointments have always been quickly allocated. << 

--- 

>> I have found it really difficult to get an on the day appointment, the phone is 

permanently engaged and by the time you do manage to get through all the 

appointments have gone and you're sent to chobham, Iv never been able to see my 

own doctor for an emergency appointment yet << 

--- 

>> I have metastatic cancer I wish to record how caring and helpful I have found the 

staff at both sites with an especial mention of Dr Michelmore << 

--- 

>> I have not tried to book a same day appointment so can't say. I find that I have 

to wait a long time to get a routine appointment. Other than that I am extremely 

happy with very aspect of your service << 

--- 

>> I have not used the online booking system as I could not book an appointment for 

a suitable time for myself as I work and would prefer early or late appointments. I 

have had trouble getting an on the day appointment and this has resulted in myself 

having to walk to the surgery before 8am just to book an appointment for later that 

day as I could not get through by phone before and when I did no appointments were 

available. On a couple of occasions I have tried to book an advance appointment only 

to be told that none are available and I would have to book on the day. This is all a bit 

exasperating at times as the system is not always working for the patient. << 

--- 

>> I have only tried to book one routine appointment recently and i have still not 

managed to get an appointment! << 

--- 

>> I have said unlikely as there seems too many patients as it is otherwise no 

problems. << 

--- 

>> I haven't tried to book a same day appointment so cannot comment. I think 

reception staff have been a bit more friendly and helpful recently, which is great 

considering their role is not particularly easy. << 

--- 

>> I know it is difficult to get appointments but that is understandable I have nothing 

but thanks and praise to the doctors and reception staff for all their help and support 

<< 

--- 

>> I like being able to book online without having to try to get through on the 

telephone. << 

--- 

>> I moved into my house last July and took over the telephone service of the 

previous owner. I keep getting calls from the practice for the previous owner. I keep 

telling the practice that the owner no longer lives there and must have a different tel. 

no., however the calls continue ! Surely they can delete MY tel. no. from the previous 

owners records ? << 

--- 

>> I needed blood test for Frimley appointment.I was told it could not be done at 

surgery (eventually it was) I live yards from surgery, it seems silly I have to spend 

taxi fares to Frimley park. << 

--- 

>> I personally don't like on the day appointments. Everyone trying to call the 

surgery between 8am and 8.30am can be very frustrating. Apart from that I find our 

Chobham surgery extremely good and efficient. << 

--- 

>> I still find it difficult sometimes to book an appointment with my own GP - I am 
told that none are available. I was very pleased to hear today that I could nominate a 

pharmacy of my choice to process my prescriptions electronically - For many years 



now I have used one in Lightwater and will continue to do so. << 

--- 

>> I think that for people at work the apt system is very difficult and serious illness 

can be missed because of this. Men particularly are reluctant to see the dr if the 

system is difficult and easily give up on making appointments. I usually manage to 

get an appointment on the day if necessary but only because of my persistence in 

continually ringing until the call is not engaged after 8am. << 

--- 

>> I think we all loved it when the surgery went back for a brief period into allowing 

us to book non urgent medical appointments ahead. It is so difficult booking on the 

day. Also there was a request to see a Doctor for a repeat prescription which can be 

an unnecessary waste of everyone's time. Also could you put your other services on 

the website like well woman clinic and offer book ins etc Some suggestions I do like 

this surgery and all the Doctors and staff. << 

--- 

>> I tried a few times to do an on-line booking but, even though I put in all the 

correct details, I was unable to get through so I phone up now. << 

--- 

>> I tried and failed to make an appointment for travel vaccinations for a business 

trip. The reception staff told me I did not give enough notice ( I came to reception 5 

weeks prior to travel). This is the only appointment I have tried to make in the last 

year so I was not very impressed. << 

--- 

>> I work full time, this makes it very difficult to stay off work on the off chance I 

may get a routine appointment, especially if it's just a routine check up or medication 

review. Spare appointments obviously go to urgent cases first. Also by the time I 

actually get through all appointments have usually gone. I start calling at 8 but the 

phone is always engaged. Yesterday I tried to make an appointment for my son to 

commence new medication. The surgery sent him the letter, but there were no 

appointments at all, I then requested a telephone appointment but was told the Dr 

was booked up for the next two weeks! Not being able to book ahead is frustrating. 

<< 

--- 

>> I work in a school so can't call for on the day appointments as I am with students 

from 8:00 It would be very useful for 36 hour appointments : I could call at break and 

get an appointment the next day (obviously for the same level of urgency as your 

same day system) currently when ever I call at break time all the appointments are 

gone. It feels discriminatory against people working in schools. I am diabetic but can't 

afford to take a day off every time I need more urgent appointment. I dont get paid if 

I don't work. I was recently sent for urgent tests but couldn't get an appointment for 

over a month for the results. The Dr called me at home with the results at 9:00 pm! I 

had surgery within 10 days but your system of booking may have caused me serious 

consequences You really need some compromise and flexibility in your system. I 

would find it more useful to be able to combine routine appointments for monitoring. 

As a 'lean' management specialist I am fully aware of the saving such flexibility would 

result in. Perhaps you should hire me to help your efficiencies? I'm a black belt Six 

Sigma practitioner! When I'm well I cost considerably less so help me stay well then 

reallocate the savings to more acute needs. # just saying ! << 

--- 

>> I would definitely recommend Dr Sekhon. << 

--- 

>> I would hope that a larger surgery would be available in the near future to 

accomodate the increase in patients for the forthcoming housing developments in 

Bisley and West End. If not, the present practice will very unlikely be able to cope and 

deliver the same service as is provided at the moment. Appointments will be more 

difficult to book and this in turn will cause anxiety, worry, frustration and problems for 

all. << 

--- 
>> I would like to book an appointment in advance due to my shift work and not 

have to wait to try and get an appointment on the day! Also it should not be the job 



of receptionists to ask why you need an appointment its is irrelevant to them! The 

fact you are ringing to get an appointment suggest you need one so you should not 

have to justify yourself to a person who is not medically trained can we stop this 

happening please???? << 

--- 

>> If I want to book in advance I am told that I will have to call back nearer the 

time, and if you ring on the day you can either next get through or no appointments 

left..... they should also start charging for any appointments that do not show up... 

<< 

--- 

>> If not using Book on the Day for urgent matters, the wait for a routine 

appointment is rather long. Dr Kainth has been excellent in the care he has given our 

family. << 

--- 

>> In my experience all the GPs are excellent - with maybe one exception. I am 

made to feel they really care - which they do of course. Although sometimes kept 

waiting for some time the consultations are not subsequently hurried. I have had 

issues more than once with missing or incorrect REPEAT prescriptions - and then 

made to feel it is my fault rather than an apology and smile from the receptionist. On 

two occasions, when I had very limited mobility, I have enclosed a s.a.e. with a 

prescription - and this has not been used at all - and an alternative collection has had 

to be made unnecessarily. We are blessed with an excellent team of doctors. Thank 

you << 

--- 

>> In my experience I have found Receptionist on the whole to be both rude & 

unhelpful. I find getting appointments on the day virtually impossible : other relatives 

use Lightwater Surgery who use a far more accessible system, and when 

accompanying said relatives to the LW surgery I find the reception staff far more 

helpful & professional << 

--- 

>> In my line of work I have discovered some surgeries are now offering a walk in 

service which I think might help alleviate the appointment system in Chobham.I 

believe there are usually around 18 patients seen during a morning walk in session.If 

however there are more than 18 patients needing to be seen, say at Chobham they 

would then be sent over to West End.I have tried to use the on line service to book an 

appointment with my own doctor but had to wait a long time for the appointment so 

did not bother. << 

--- 

>> It can require many attempts to book on-the-day appointments by phone in the 

mornings, but I have succeeded most of the time. << 

--- 

>> It does feel like it is harder to get non-urgent but nevertheless necessary 

appointments within a useful time scale than it used to be << 

--- 

>> It is always difficult to get an appointment and support from the doctors to stop 

any building developments in the village wound be much appreciated by all long 

suffering patients. << 

--- 

>> It is becoming impossible to book an appointment online in less than 3 - 4 weeks, 

this is very poor. If it is necessary to see a doctor on the day, it will almost certainly 

be a Locum. The Receptionists are always very helpful but incredibly busy and if an 

urgent appointment is required on the day, it may require a long wait to get through 

to reception and all the appointments may be used up for that day. << 

--- 

>> It is difficult to get an appointment to see a doctor in less than two weeks - and 

longer if I want to see my doctor. I signed up for the on-line service, but there are no 

appointments available - and when I phone it has often been necessary to ring more 

than 20 times to get through. << 
--- 

>> It is excellent that we have a named GP, although have the flexibility to see 



another if unavailable but appointment needed for 'book on the day'.The only criticism 

we have of the Practice (which we are aware is similar to many others) is the 

appointments availability ie often not being able to book a blood test requested by the 

GP(eg.a week's time and having to wait 3-4 weeks to be able to do so. We have every 

confidence in our GP (Dr Sekhon)who is extremely caring. << 

--- 

>> It is impossible to book an appointment in advance. It always seems to a book on 

the day one and takes 8 minutes at least to get through. << 

--- 

>> It is very worrying to know that if you need to see a Doctor at fairly short notice it 

is virtually impossible. Not every illness is an 'emergency' which need same day 

attention, but some minor ailments which take a turn for the worse may need 

checking. Having people at home with disabilities is also worrying if there is a 

problem. A positive is that the phone system, whereby the Doctor will call you at a 

certain time, is very useful, and we have used this occasionally. The regular checks 

for my husband, who has diabetes is excellent, The service from all the Doctors at the 

Practise is excellent - it just appears to be overloaded. << 

--- 

>> It would appear the availability of the on-line booking service is clogging the 

system up. Hence not allowing for appointments by person's when in great need. ? 

<< 

--- 

>> It would be easier to make an appointment on the day if there were more lines 

available between 8 and 8:30. It usually takes 20 minutes of continuous dialing. << 

--- 

>> It would be good to be able to book online an appointment with other doctors and 

nurses appointments << 

--- 

>> It would be useful to be able to book blood tests on line too. << 

--- 

>> It would be useful to have an automatic check in process, not requiring reception 

staff, some GP surgeries have. << 

--- 

>> It's hard to get app on day with own Dr. << 

--- 

>> It's hard when really sick to ring early enough to get an appointment.It would be 

ice if the phone had a waiting line rather than having to keep ringing. When really 

sick, it takes a lot of energy to keep ringing. << 

--- 

>> Its very difficult to get through on the phone at around 08:00 for a same day 

appointment and I know several people who have resorted to going in person to the 

surgery in order to get an appointment. This, of course, makes answering the phone 

even more difficult for the staff and in turn more fustrating for those trying to get 

through on the phone. Its a difficult situation, which has no easy answer, apart from 

having additional staff available at least at these peak times. << 

--- 

>> I've had a very bad experience with one of the reception team who was 

aggressive, wouldn't listen to me, talked over me, said that I had called her a liar, 

assumed I was aware of the local processes between them and the Doctor (which I'm 

not) and left me feeling quite angry. They showed no compassion or thought for how I 

felt when calling for my results. They really need some help understanding that they 

are there to provide a service and that are not there doing everyone a favour. This 

wouldn't happen in the private sector. << 

--- 

>> Just recently I have great difficulty in obtaining an on the day appointment. I 

have not been given relevant information about the stacking system or doctors 

telephone appointments. This information has been given me by other patients of the 

practice. Although I now see the doctors telephone appointment can be booked on 
line. << 

--- 



>> Limiting same day appointments is causing difficulties in getting seen as everyone 

calls at 8 a.m.. If they were able to call throughout the day this may alleviate the 

bottle neck at 8 a.m. It seems exceptionally hard to get a same day appointment, no-

one knows when they will become ill, but I have simply not bothered to try if I 

couldn't get an answer at 8 a.m. << 

--- 

>> More appointments could be useful. i'm lucky i can fit in, my husband struggles 

sometimes though. << 

--- 

>> Most of the reception staff are friendly and helpful. Very ocasionaly when I call 

you immediately feel the stress of the person on the phone who answers abruptly 

saying "can you hold the line" when they return they are often quite cold in how they 

handle your concerns. I understand that the role of receptionist can be very stressful 

at times. The doctors I have seen have been fantastic and I honestly feel that we are 

very lucky to have such a high caliber of doctors on site who genuinely care about the 

patient. If they cannot immediately diagnose the problem they have been honest 

enough to share this information and have sort advice elsewhere. << 

--- 

>> Most people I speak with complain about appointment 'difficulties' - and I have in 

the past experienced a few. it's probably not possible - but in some ways - it would be 

good to know you could attend one of the surgeries between say 10 & 11 & see any 

doctor and between 5 & 6 at the other surgery, taking a complete 'chance' on whether 

waiting room for those appointments was busy or not - a bit like the the old days !!! i 

guess today it's not practical. Thanks << 

--- 

>> Most reception staff are helpful & kind and will try their best to get me an 

appointment. But not all staff on reception are like this. << 

--- 

>> My concern is that as they are building so many new homes in this area it will 

become harder to get appointments. << 

--- 

>> My GP (Dr Sekhon) is EXCELLENT but it is normal now to wait 4 weeks for an 

appointment (regardless of whether I use the online booking or phone the surgery). 

On the day appointments are extremely scarce and it's impossible to get through 

before they all go. I also had a great deal of difficulty booking an appointment for the 

well-woman clinic to discuss an issue that I wasn't comfortable discussing with a male 

doctor. It seems the system is set up to actively deter women from accessing this 

facility. Anyone less confident would probably give up. << 

--- 

>> My mum who had really bad stomach pains & previously had cysts on her ovaries 

called for an appt & was just turned away, no other options were given - not for at 

least a week she was told. << 

--- 

>> My only comment on the reception area is that whilst I appreciate the issues of 

privacy, the windows behind which the receptionists operate are very off putting and 

seem like a throw back to a bygone era. I would really like you to find a way to do 

away with them! I have never tried to book an on the day appointment so cannot 

comment. I do wonder if more use could be made of telephone appointments as I find 

this option really helpful as I work full time. I would like to say that overall I am very 

happy with the service I receive at the practice. << 

--- 

>> My previous practice had a "be seen by whoever is available" rather than a named 

specific doctor. I realise some patients want a specific named GP, and so register 

them accordingly, however to speed up an appointment, register thoas patients who 

are happy to see anyone accordingly, this may speed up appointments. E G the 

earliest I could see my GP for a non emergency appointment was 3 weeks! Now if I 

have reoccuring earache ( which does happen with me, requiring antibitics, three 

weeks is not an acceptable timeframe! << 
--- 

>> Normally I find that going into the surgery to make an appointment is easier as 



you are speaking direct to the receptionist. Sometimes you cannot get an 

appointment on the phone when you need it and the staff sometimes, not always, are 

slightly unhelpful in this regard. It is not at all easy to get to speak to the doctor 

either. The on-line service is OK if you can wait weeks to see the doctor. It may be 

helpful to be able to book a blood test on-line along with the necessary review 

appointment with the doctor if the doctor has asked you to do that a few months 

later. I saw my doctor early January and was asked to make an appointment for a 

blood test/review appointment four months hence (late April/early May). So far I have 

phoned four times over the last three months and still cannot make this appointment! 

I have been asked today to phone again in two weeks time which will be Easter!! << 

--- 

>> Not acceptable to wait 2 weeks for appointment. I know its a lack of GPs and 

that's not the practice fault. But the aim is to stop the expense of using the acute 

sector but you are giving people no option. Sad to see such a brilliant practice failing 

its patients. << 

--- 

>> Not all the time, but one or two receptionists could smile and appear more 

friendly. I have observed old people being told just to go (quite abruptly) and phone 

in the morning - made me feel sad as no one actually asked what was the problem. 

But, generally staff are friendly especially the nurses. Re appointments - one early 

morning for busy working people would be good i.e. 7.30 am - 8.30 am on say a 

Wednesday. << 

--- 

>> nurses are good, doctors are fine if you can get to see them, reception is 

generally unhelpful << 

--- 

>> Obtaining an on the day appointment can be a frustrating experience. Sometimes 

the phone is engaged, then has a recorded message, then is engaged, then is 

answered, and usually then an appointment is available. << 

--- 

>> Occasionally surgery is so full of people. When there is a long time period and 

appointmentds are running over it would be helpful to be able to sit down as 

sometimes there aren't enough seating facilities. << 

--- 

>> On the day appointments always seem to go before the phone is even answered 

at 8 a.m.. This needs looking at. << 

--- 

>> on the day appointments seem to go to people in person at the surgery when it 

opens before the phone is answered not a very fair system. << 

--- 

>> On the whole I am happy with the surgery. I always manage to get an on the day 

appointment but I do find the wait for a routine appointment a long way off so hence I 

always try to get an on the day. << 

--- 

>> On the whole I find the booking service very usefull and a great help, (but for 

routine appointments only) Thanking you Marion Philcox << 

--- 

>> On the whole your reception staff are very helpful but they need to smile a bit 

more. The booking on the day system works well so long as one can actually turn up 

at the surgery at 8.00am and book in person. Trying to get through on the phone is 

impossible. << 

--- 

>> On-line Appointments - Tried, once, to book a routine appointment 0n-line and 

failed, no suitable date/time available. Have not tried since. Perhaps I should try 

again. Appointments (Routine or non-urgent) - a vexed issue! It can be difficult to get 

a routine appointment because it seems that as soon as they are available they are 

taken. The doctor wishes to see me once a year for a routine review and I get 

stressed out because I can't get an appointment! The next one is coming due soon 
and so I can't say if it has improved recently. Appointments (Emergency) - I needed 

an emergency appointment only once in the last year and it was dealt with 



immediately. It is probably worth noting that because the condition was dealt with 

immediately it did not have long term consequences for me and therefore did not 

need a further appointment or doctor's time. Good outcome. Process appears to work 

fine. I have the greatest admiration for the doctors/nurses who are clearly trying (and 

succeeding) in provide a really good service. In the case of my wife the doctor has 

gone above and beyond the call, both in and out of hours, telephoning back to her in 

order to find the outcome of an emergency referral and continue the treatment as 

necessary. Basically the team is doing its best. << 

--- 

>> Online appointments do not seem to offer same day appointments and in many 

cases no appointments within the following week, particularly for times between 8.00 

to 9.00am Yet if you phone in some of these appointments are available. Indicating I 

think that not all your appointments are made available to book online << 

--- 

>> Online bookings would be better if longer period of time shown on availability 

screen. << 

--- 

>> Online service no longer used as very limited dates/times were available. Can we 

have weekend appointments and early morning (7am) or late evening (20:00-21:00) 

appointments as its difficult to get time off of work. << 

--- 

>> Online service was not available when I tried to use it - I'm and experienced IT 

user. << 

--- 

>> Open ful 6 days a week and some evenings. ring on the day - phone always 

engaged.Keep some p.m. slots free for callers at say mid-day << 

--- 

>> Our doctor only works part time so booking an appointment on a day most 

convenient to us is never that easy. The solution of having to phone at 8.00 on the 

day I want and accept seeing another doctor sometimes OK but not always. << 

--- 

>> Overall the quality of care given by my doctor and the nurses I see are excellant, 

since the last time I completed one of these surveys I am pleased to say that the 

attitude of the receptionists seems to have improved considerably all round. Hopefully 

they have all had customer care training and this may off helped them deal better 

with the patients. << 

--- 

>> Pharmacists won,t help on more complicated cases and will always send me to a 

GP. Calling via phone to get the appointment on the day at 8:00 is a real pain - the 

line is busy and once I go through, sometimes 10-15 min later - I am told everyone is 

fully booked! How is it possible with 10 min slots , with this number of doctors ? How 

can this all get filled up in 15 min? << 

--- 

>> Phone on the day appts are rarely available. Although may not need to be seen on 

the day. I recently needed an appointment that wasn't on the day urgent, but needed 

to ber seen day/two after. Apart from the on the day appointments I was offered a 

month later. No available appointments were available following or next day and the 

only alternative offered was 'phone on the day' which often although I phone at 8 

a.m. so does everyone else and you can't get through to reception, and when you do 

all the on day appts have gone !! << 

--- 

>> Pretty good << 

--- 

>> Q1 - usually very helpful. Sometimes the 'system' makes dealing frustrating. 

Information / freedom of information can be a blocker. Q3 - Probably only sometimes 

difficult to see a particular doctor, may be easier to accept any doctor. Q4 - As above 

plus book on the day difficult when working at any distance. Need to take day off on 

the off chance of getting appointment. 'following day' would allow some flexibility. << 
--- 

>> Q1: Some staff are excellent but some display occasional lack of caring/interest 



for patients - this could be improved by acknowledging patients at the window when 

on the phone/computer. << 

--- 

>> Q2 - Reception Experience. The reception girls are incredibly helpful and as 

accommodating as they can be - but they are very restricted because of the rules. 

They therefore have frustrated patients all the time. Q7 - open all day every day at 

both surgeries. This would give considerably more appointments. << 

--- 

>> Q3 it is only difficult in the sense that it is typically 6 weeks away so you do have 

to plan well ahead! Q4 I have not booked an on the day appointment since the new 

scheme was introduced. Previously I found it relatively easy to get an on the day 

appointment but I am not sure if that is still the case if the only options are either an 

appointment today or in 6 weeks time. << 

--- 

>> Q9: Ridiculous question when you have to register with your local GP! Q2: 

Experience at reception. I went to book a routine appointment in person that was non 

medically urgent. I had an open mind of when it could be booked. I explained the 

above and asked for an appointment to be snapped back at "I have nothing available, 

you will need to call in the morning". I asked why did I need to call back in the 

morning to book an appointment? The reply was that there was nothing available for 

three weeks! If the lady had actually listened to me, she would have saved herself 

getting stressed and avoided the risk that I could have taken an urgent slot, that 

would have been inappropriate to have done so. Does make me wonder how often 

this occurs and urgent appointments are taken up. Further experience. I arrived for 

the said above appointment the lady behind the reception, was free. She kept me 

waiting, no acknowledgement, then left the office area, went into the waiting area to 

collect the appointment cards, came back, continued to ignore me and then, selected 

to open the screen and acknowledge me. It was like a power game, of how long can I 

make this lady wait, before I choose to help. I work in a customer service 

environment and it is clear that at least some of the reception team are I am sorry to 

say rude and do not come across as enjoying their job. Your "customers" come to you 

often feeling at their lowest, does it take much to smile, acknowledge and say Good 

Morning, how may I help? The surgery is quick to have statements about our 

reception staff will not tolerate abuse, surely that is a two way thing? It is a form of 

abuse to clearly ignore the waiting customer. Q7: Its right and practical to have an 

appointment system, the problem with appointments is not the system, but the 

quantity. With ever expanding housing development in the villages, the surgery needs 

to make use of the resource it has. I have to wonder how constructi 

--- 

>> Really happy with the fact that if I need an emergency on the day appointment, I 

usually manage to get one. With small children, that is a great service. << 

--- 

>> Reception - If you explain your requirements clearly you can usually get an 

appointment. Staff - Helpful & polite Appointment system - No changes, you cannot fit 

everyone in on the day, sometimes appointments go very quickly. Could be more 

flexible if you need an general appointment in 2 / 3 days time. I received a letter for a 

standard test & found it difficult to get an appointment on my available days within 2 

weeks. Pharmacists - Not always the same person so would only discuss minor 

problem << 

--- 

>> Reception - very friendly and helpful On the day appointments - can't get through 

on the phone so usually have to go up to the surgery by 8 a.m. to stand a chance of 

an appointment. Sometimes, even then it is not possible. I would like to say that it is 

a very well run practice and the staff are very competent. The Doctors are all 

excellent, sympathetic and helpful. Thank you. << 

--- 

>> Reception layout: out of date design and thinking. The receptionists are behind 

high, closed barriers and the impression given is that we, the patients, are intruding 
and need be granted permission to be allowed to speak with them. All modern 

reception desks are now open and also wheelchair friendly. Cost of changing is not an 



excuse, the Chobham surgery was refitted and could have been brought up to date 

with little if any extra cost. No, the attitude is defensive and unwelcoming and the 

design reflects this. Appointments on line: No provision for booking a double 

appointment (see sign in surgery - don't overload your doctor) despite this having 

been requested some time ago. Current waiting time for an appointment is two 

weeks. << 

--- 

>> Reception staff (some good, some bad) would do better if they at least 

acknowledged that patient was there, rather that hiding behind the computer screen 

or telephone - common courtesy doesn't cost anything but nevertheless seems to 

have fallen foul of the surgery budget cuts. I would also caution against noting the 

reason for visit on the on-line system as this can lead to misunderstandings and 

wasted time during appointment, as I found to my cost! << 

--- 

>> Reception staff are often gossiping to one another and ignoring waiting patients. 

It is a nightmare to try to make an urgent appointment and I don't think receptionists 

should be asking about symptoms when we phone for an appointment. I cannot speak 

too highly of the nurses and doctors once the receptionist hurdle has bee passed. << 

--- 

>> Reception staff are sometimes curt and could be a little friendlier both in person 

and over the phone. There should be a category for appointments relating to chronic 

condition reviews, essential for helping people work whilst managing their condition. 

Rowland Pharmacy provides an all round excellent service. Dr Barker and Gilham have 

been excellent and are an asset to the practice. << 

--- 

>> Reception staff can sometimes give the impression that patients are an annoying 

interruption that stops them getting on with other tasks. There is also often a conflict 

in advice given by one receptionist over another - particularly between West End and 

Chobham - perhaps a case of a lack of training. << 

--- 

>> RECEPTION STAFF HAVE NO INTEREST IN PATIENT CARE AND NEED TRAINING IN 

HOW TO TALK TO PEOPLE IN A REASONABLE AND UNDERSTANDING MANNER << 

--- 

>> Reception staff not always sympathetic to patient difficulties. Some are never able 

to access the correct information on the computer. Some receptionists are very 

unhelpful Routine appointments to book online are often early morning, maybe I have 

just been unlucky but later appointments would be helpful. << 

--- 

>> Ringing on the day at 8 am is always stressful as everyone else is doing the same 

thing to hopefully get a time convenient to the patient and the practice. My 

experience is usually 10 - 15 mins to get through particularly on a Monday. I 

personally find the closure of West End on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons 

unhelpful although I presume it is helpful to you. The chemist I use is in Lightwater 

(Indy). Basically I feel the trouble is that we as patients cannot be ill to order! << 

--- 

>> routine appointments not easily available without a few weeks notice. couldn't 

book a fasting blood test two months ahead because the 'books' didn't go that far. << 

--- 

>> So difficult to get a bookable appointment - never any free when you need them. 

Book on the day is terrible, never get through on the phone, and when you do they 

are all gone. Was told by receptionist, if you turn up at the door at 8 then you take 

priority over the telephone, did this and the door didnt open until 8.10 so all 

appointments already gone ! Did this twice. Our family have been with this practice 

for over 25 years now and never made an appointment we didnt need. And have 

never missed one either. It seems to be getting worse not better. When you are 

poorly you need to see the doctor at the latest within 2 days but can never get a 

bookable appointment, am always told, book on the day only !!!!! But can never get 

through. Am currently waiting to see my doctor (she wanted to see me about some 
test results) and the earliest bookable appointment was 6 weeks away. << 

--- 



>> Some doctors do run very behind which can be frustrating if you have made an 

effort to get there on time. It would be good if there an option for some people to 

book longer or shorter appointments (10 mins or 20 mins). They need more 

appointments for book on the day, as sometimes even if I ring up at 8am there is 

nothing left and can hardly ever get through! Then you just get told to ring back at 8 

tomorrow but the same thing happens with there being nothing left. They need more 

doctors and appointments! << 

--- 

>> Sometime the receptionists chat between themselves rather than serve those 

waiting. << 

--- 

>> Sometimes I have phoned for an appointment for ages & have had to wait weeks 

for an appointment. Really don't know the answer but feel it should be looked into 

further. I do appreciate how busy this practice is and try to take that into account. << 

--- 

>> Sorry not to be very helpful - last time I came to surgery was if I recall correctly 

March 2013 and was sent direct to A and E! Appointment made for same day once I 

described symptoms to Receptionist and this process was very easy and efficient. << 

--- 

>> Still not happy with appointments. Can never get through on the phone & when 

you do appointments all gone. Was told to turn up as then you have priority over the 

phone callers but tried this twice & the door never opened until five past eight so by 

then all appointments taken. When you are unwell you want to see a doctor, at least 

the next day. i think the surgery should be open much later & all over the weekend. It 

is a way of life now for people to work later hours and at weekends. << 

--- 

>> The "new system" may be understood by the practice team but it needs to be 

explained to the customers when they book/try to book appointments. The meaning 

of Routine is open to interpretation and needs defining. Customers do not think in 

terms of routine /more urgent/medically urgent, they only have a need which I could 

add to a scale if I had 1-10 with words / meanings or questions like 'When would you 

like an appointment?' Most of my needs could wait a day or two but I have to call 'on 

the day' - which day? Every day until it becomes "urgent" ? << 

--- 

>> The appointment system does not work well. I have had to book 3-4 weeks ahead 

for a non-urgent appointment but this does not mean it is routine. I don't believe 

what you are saying overleaf is correct. 1/3 of appointments are not available on the 

day. Just 2 weeks ago when I was competing for an on the day appointment and the 

receptionist told me there were only 3 available on that Monday and 2 available on 

the Tuesday. However I have no idea how it could work better. << 

--- 

>> The appointment system is a major drawback. If you have a genuine urgent need, 

it works OK. However, on most occasions the need is less urgent, and you have to 

make the difficult choice between having to wait up to a month for a routine 

appointment, or feigning an urgent need. Of lesser importance, we have also had the 

reverse problem with appointments with the Practice Nurse, where we weren't able to 

book an appointment for a month hence until closer to the day, as the Nurse's diary 

wasn't loaded on the system. << 

--- 

>> The appointments system is very difficult, particularly if you work. It's often hard 

to get an appointment when you need one and the on the day system just isnt flexible 

enough for working people. It's fine if i need a routine appointment a few weeks away 

but if i need one within the week, i have to call up every morning and there just isnt 

the flexibility thst is needed. If you have to change routine appointments (eg. 

contraceptive injections) because close to the time you can't make the original slot, 

it's a nightmare to get another one that works with the dates when you need it. << 

--- 

>> The bookings system defeats me. Last week I tried to book an appointment with 
the nurse for this week. I was told there was an appointment available for 12 noon 

this Friday but that I would have to call at 8 a.m. on Monday to secure the 



appointment. If the appointment is available, why can't I book it at the time of 

calling? This is bureaucratic nonsense and is a waste of everybody's time. When I 

then called on Monday at 8 a.m. the phones were constantly engaged (as you would 

expect them to be) and I gave up. << 

--- 

>> The current 'tile' number system appears to present an element of unhygienic 

practice. Have seen children with these in their mouths, would prefer to not touch 

anything inside the practice/surgery. The on-line appointment booking works well, but 

has very restricted slots. << 

--- 

>> The doctors and staff are very very good & have helped me to their best ability to 

keep me as well as possible. Couldn't wish for a better practice. << 

--- 

>> The more experienced receptionists are exceptionally helpful. it should be 

remembered tho' that they are doing a difficult job as they have to adhere to policies 

& procedures set by others who do not, perhaps, fully understand the demands of the 

public. the practice has looked after me brilliantly but frustrations lie in actually 

getting to the doctor inn the first place even when requiring a routine, in advance 

appt! Making contact on the day when living alone and unwell a nightmare. however 

this my only complaint - appointment system. << 

--- 

>> The new system is not great for urgency or convenience of work when ill. For 

longer term ailments it is fine. << 

--- 

>> the on line booking is very good but doesn't often give access to appointments for 

the next few days and it's almost impossible to get through at 0800 for an on the day 

appointment. Your receptionists are really very very helpful and the fact that you can 

have a doctor phone you if an appointment isn't available can be very helpful too. << 

--- 

>> The online appointment button should be more obvious. It's not easy to find the 

online appointment page. It should stand out like a sore thumb! no pun intended! << 

--- 

>> The online appoitments are too far in advance, it would be good if the WEst End 

Surgery was open for 5 days per week and not part time. << 

--- 

>> The on-line system is poorly managed my son applied to go on line as he has type 

1 diabetes and requires regular perscriptions for insulin and other items yet a month 

later is still awaiting confirmation that he can use the service, when I asked reception 

said it was due to the Manager being on leave, does no one else have the ability to 

set-up a new user? << 

--- 

>> the online web site suddenly did not like my patient number and pass word and so 

I have to start all over again with new form from doctor booking appointments are 

difficult and when I have taken my 82 mother in law to see the duty doctor we have 

waited nearly 2 hours which is not an easy task << 

--- 

>> The only problem I have found is that if I need to see my Doctor, it's very hard to 

make an appointment,all that i have found is I am told to ring on particula day at 

8'oclock and they will see if one can be made, that is fine if it is urgent,but when my 

Doctor has asked me to see him, why can I not make a confirmed appointment even 

if it is in a months time,I had to go with my wife for a blood test,so I asked the nurse 

what did I have to do to make an appointment because I had a prostrate problem she 

made the appointment the same day,so why can't the receptionist. I would like to 

mention that all the doctors and nurses are excellant. And I am not complaining it is 

that you have asked me the question. << 

--- 

>> The only thing I would ask you to consider is the situation where working people 

need an appointment fairly quickly and are unable to book on the day as their 
travelling time from work makes it impossible. << 

--- 



>> the original appt I had was cancelled because dr was off. I've been trying to see 

the doctor about this problem for 8 weeks now. Have real difficulty getting an 

appointment when I require one. Even when it's an emergency. My son has also had 

problems getting his under 5 daughter appointments when they are ill. << 

--- 

>> The point is not whether it is easy/difficult to get an appointment but whether one 

can get it with one's own doctor. Seeing another doctor , I feel, wastes the time of 

NHS hospitals. Every time I see another doctor, I am sent off to one of the local 

hospitals without discussion with my own doctor. Of the 2 hospital clinics I have been 

sent to this year, there was no positive outcome, and I think my own doctor would 

have listened to me when I asked if a visit was really called for. << 

--- 

>> The problem is still getting through to the surgery for on the day appointments. I 

start calling at 0800 or sometimes a minute or two earlier and it can be up to 20-25 

mins later that I get through and by then all appointments are gone again. << 

--- 

>> The reception service has improved and they are able to get appointments more 

easily now although I do find it odd that it can take a few weeks for a general 

appointment. I get very annoyed when I phone up for an appointment for the next 

day and it cannot be made and that we have to wait until 8am the next day to get 

same day appointment when I know I am unwell enough to require an appointment. 

Improvement on this would be nice. << 

--- 

>> The reception staff sometimes do not prioritise patients and when booking in you 

can often be left to wait whilst the receptionist continues to talk to a colleague - work 

related however I don't believe this to be very good customer service. << 

--- 

>> The service from reception varies depending on the individual. Some of the ladies 

are extremely helpful and a couple are a bit rude. The online appointment service is 

very good and I tend to use it most of the time now. << 

--- 

>> There aren't enough short notice appointments. << 

--- 

>> There is a lack of privacy when arranging appointments. Also a touch screen entry 

system would be better than the glass partitions and would free up receptionist time. 

<< 

--- 

>> There is a need to have more seating available at Chobham Surgery to save 

patients having to stand either in the Waiting Room or in the Entrance area. Also 

maybe have minor surgery appointments at West End as well as Chobham as West 

End Surgery appears to have more space. << 

--- 

>> There is, for me a problem with online booking of appointments in that there 

never seems to be any within two weeks. My last online booking was almost 4 weeks 

away thus I prefer to book by going to the West End surgery which I suspect is not 

the objective of the online system. BUT my experience of booking on the day for 

something urgent is excellent but really needs a visit to the surgery rather than 

hoping to make it over the phone because of how busy the phone can be. << 

--- 

>> This does not address the quality or extent of the medical services provided. 

Reception etc is a factor in service delivery, but the delivery of care surely is the key 

measure? I would want to comment on my impression of the services provided, 

services that could be provided, preventative care, access to medical records, access 

to secondary care, paid for services, health management, information delivery etc i.e. 

the sort of things any other business would normally be judged by. << 

--- 

>> This survey isn't very well designed! Regarding the receptionists they are often 

rude and disdainful. And fairly patronising at times. But my main issue is the difficulty 
in obtaining an appointment at a time that suits me. You should seriously consider 

evening appointments (until about 9pm) on at least one or two days per week. Not 



everyone is available during 'office' hours or works locally enough to be able to get to 

an appointment at 8am or 5.30pm. << 

--- 

>> To book on the day it is very difficult to get through on the phone. I have only had 

to do it on one occasion as it was going to be a long wait for a routine appointment.I 

walked to the surgery first thing in the morning along with other patients and got 

booked in. In some ways I felt as if I did not need to be seen that day as my problem 

was not urgent but I felt waiting over 2 weeks was too long to wait.I have not 

answered the question about same day appointments because I only used it once in 

desperation due to time scales with routine appointments. . << 

--- 

>> To get an appointment to see a nurse is very difficult. Especially Karen who is 

excellent . I had a three week wait.. By that time you are either better or in A and E. 

<< 

--- 

>> Today most of the businesses and essential services are open till late, except the 

doctors' surgeries. You have not changed with the times! You are not really in touch 

with the people that you serve. At present the only way to get a day appointment is 

to turn up at 8AM as it is not possible to get through on the phone. Therefore more 

percentage of day appointments need to be made avaialble. The reception staff could 

smile more and show that are happy working behind the counter. The doctors need to 

keep to the appointment times. I have never been seen on time. The local chemist (in 

W'end) keeps changing its phamacist daily, it is not possible to establish a 

relationship. The otherday my repeat medicine had run out and the prescription was 

awaiting doctor's signature and so I asked the the pharmacist to lend me a week's 

supply of my medicine but he refused as he didn't know me. On a positive note, I am 

very pleased with the quality of care that I receive from the doctors. << 

--- 

>> told to phone at 8am for appointment. after recalling umpteen times get through 

by 8.15 or 8.20 and am told there are no appointments left please phone again 

tomorrow. very frustrating and not helpful. << 

--- 

>> Too many patients are asked to telephone in for an on the day appointment, only 

to be informed no places available , telephone on following day and the same reply is 

given. << 

--- 

>> Very difficult to get appt by tel in the mornings << 

--- 

>> Very good doctors and nurses make all of us in the family feel relaxed. On line 

booking very easy to use. We have struggled to get short term appointments for the 

children we we have needed to and have had to go to the walk in centre in Woking on 

a couple of occasions. << 

--- 

>> Very happy with the practice staff and Dr Sekhon. He works Too long. Only gripe 

is the time to get an appointment but far outweighed by the positives. Well done all. 

<< 

--- 

>> Waiting time for routine appointments is unacceptable. Data protection should 

mean receptionists should not ask what is wrong with you when booking an on the 

day appointment. << 

--- 

>> Waiting times once in the surgery for my appointments have been long - 45-60 

mins, in spite of having booked a particular time slot. Also, the appointments 

themselves have seemed pretty perfunctory, with the GP simply providing me with a 

print out of the diagnosed condition, which I could have done for myself from home.... 

As a consequence, where I possibly can, I will in future either self-diagnose or use the 

pharmacist for advice (which is presumably what the surgey needs us to do, given 

NHS cuts). << 
--- 

>> We are very happy with the service/facilities of our local practice. Would definitely 



recommend the practice to new people in the area << 

--- 

>> We have been patients at this practice for over 40 years, and it is more difficult to 

get an appointment now. You go for a blood test, the nurse tells you to see the doctor 

in seven days, and the reception tells to phone up on the day. << 

--- 

>> We have sent in forms to change our GP and not heard anything back so do not 

know what has happened. The closed window system is outdated and old fashioned. 

Receptionists should be in an open area and patients should not have to wait behind a 

closed window until someone deigns to open the window and speak to you. Nothing to 

do with confidentiality as you can hear everything anyway. Maybe a visit to a more 

modern GP service would help the manager realise this. The staff are friendly and 

obviously lovely people but do not understand customer service. Not their fault but a 

more modern approach to training would help this service. To access the online 

service you have to fill out a paper form which rather defeats the exercise and is 

another sign of trying but not quite hard enough. West End and Chobham operate 

differently. A more harmonised approach would help. Summary - great staff but 

better training and a more modern approach by the practise manager is needed. p.s 

Our GP is amazing :-) << 

--- 

>> We moved to the area last year and the level of services received has been 

extremely poor. We have only used the practice 3 times for medical use and once for 

joining, each time we have found the reception staff rude and unhelpful, giving an 

impression of distain for patients. You have a number of practices which seems 

strange and would recommend you change, Experience 01 - We have been told that 

we are only allowed to see our signed doctor and no other. Why? I'm sure the doctor 

you have assigned us has not been carefully and specially selected to meet our 

medical needs, as we have no disability or long term illness. The doctor we use only 

works at there 3 days a week so this can be difficult working our diaries to suite. 

Experience 02 - When booking an emergency appointment we were told we could not 

book an appointment at the Chobham practice as the spaces as the West End practice 

hadn't been filled. Even though we advise that unable to get to West End, the 

Chobham practice refused to book us in for the afternoon, only advising us to call 

back after 9:30am. We rang back at 9am only to be told that all the spaces have been 

book and to try again tomorrow. The following day the doctor advised us that my wife 

has severe mastitis, advising us that if it does not clear up in 24hr go straight to A&E. 

It’s clear that it not difficult booking all your appointments so why can you book in 

times slots? I have not used the West End practices and there for have no comment 

against that, but if we could move practices back to our previous we would. << 

--- 

>> west End should have their own surgery and medical services run separate. << 

--- 

>> When I first moved to West End about 16/17 yrs ago I was able to book an 

apointment that day when I rang. Now I have had to wait up to two weeks to get a 

non urgent apointment. The danger is I will now consider any requirement to see a 

Doctor as urgent. I think the answer is more Doctors, the solution may be more 

difficult. << 

--- 

>> When I phoned up at the beginning of January the receptionist laughed at me 

when I asked to see a doctor. this is not the first time. I have also turned up and 

been told I was at the wrong surgery when I was not. << 

--- 

>> Would be good if receptionists could come out from behind their glass screens! 

Need an in-between option for appointments - the routine appointments are often not 

timely enough, though an 'on the day' appt. is not necessary (i.e. I need to see the 

doctor in the next week but either have to make an 'urgent' on the day appt. or 

probably can't get one for 2 or 3 weeks).I have occasionally been phoned by doctor 

and I think this could work well for a lot of routine 'review' appointments, where we 
are currently taking up a surgery slot? << 

--- 



>> Would prefer to see that on the day appointments could be changed to within say 

3 days which would be more realistic. << 

--- 

>> you can never get an appointment I've had to go tot eh walk in centre many 

times due to this but by doing so nothing is taken into my notes... << 

--- 

>> You need to reflect your patients working lives more. Sorry but this means longer 

opening hours - you'll need to bring in a shift type working patterns << 

--- 

>> Your appointment system just isn't flexible enough. Calling on the day is a 

nightmare and lines are so busy that it's difficult to get through unless you are on 

constant redial and even then you could be trying for 20 mins. By the time you do get 

through most appointments are gone. << 

--- 

 


